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005 Introductory Notes

Konstantinos Penlides, co-founder of Creative 
Survey, digital designer and co-organizer of 
Digitized Digital Design Conference

Constantinos Demetriadis, co-founder of Creative 
Survey and UX magazine. Creator of Listiki, Joblet & 
ProjectNeo

Konstantinos Penlides Constantinos Demetriades

ohmylovely.comniceandneat.gr

The Creative Survey came to fill the void of reliable observation and documentation of the 
Greek Design industry. After our first exploratory effort in 2008, we decided to repeat the 
survey. This time, however, in view of all the developments that are generally affecting the 
Greek business landscape over the past five years. Such national-scale research, provides 
the basis for detailed observation, evaluation and decision making for the design industry. 
The demographic, business and financial information obtained is available to all, in full 
transparency.

One of the most important results obtained was the significant indication of extroversion of 
Greek Design. An increased proportion of companies and
self-employed designers now look out to foreign countries for new projects, something very 
optimistic. We also observe a number of new market facts, such as the boom of digital media 
and higher personal income for digital designers. Although conversely, the vast majority of 
designers still focuses on traditional graphic design

At the same time, new work models appear, such as the participation in start-ups, design 
collectives, work in collaborative spaces, which further help networking. Nevertheless, we 
see inequalities in personal incomes by gender, with males appearing more favoured than 
females. The Creative Survey 2015 welcomes the participation of two new scientific partners. 
The group expanded and this marks the beginning of a more regularly repeated effort for 
research and comparison.

By designers, for designers.
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Lecturer, Department of Economic and Regional 
Development, Panteion University, Athens

Assistant Professor, School of Spatial Planning and 
Development, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki

Vasilis Avdikos Athanasios Kalogeresis

creativegreece.net

It is with great pleasure that we accepted the invitation to design and commission the 

Creative Survey 2015. It was a challenge, partly because statistics of the design market are 

very few in Greece, and on the other hand, because the project had various technical 

difficulties. However, a large number of designers responded to the lengthy questionnaire, 

making Creative Survey 2015 one of the largest and most reliable surveys for the design 

industry.

The result is this report, which contains a lot of information about the  market and working 

conditions of the design industry in Greece. As in most creative industries, so in the Greek 

design industry we were impressed by the precarious working conditions of Greek designers 

and the income inequalities, and even more by the findings about the big trend of 

extroversion of Greek design.

At a time when Greece is looking for tomorrow's 'champions' we believe that the

Creative Survey 2015 can trigger the Greek State to focus on the Greek design industry and 

plan coherent policies that will reverse the problems of the working conditions and will 

provide the opportunity to further develop a very dynamic and outward-oriented sector of the 

Greek economy.

introductory notes
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008 Executive Summary

1.  Workers in the Greek design industry are young and possess considerable scientific
qualifications and skills.

Key Results

2. Two thirds of Greek designers live and work in Athens and 15.7% are found in the 
region of Central Macedonia.

3. Of the designers based in the region of Attica, 26.6% live and 32.2% work in the municipality
 of Athens. The rest show a preference to reside in the northern suburbs, the traditional locatio
n of the big communication and advertising companies, which form a considerable segment 
of the design value chain

4. 45% of Greek designers share their working time between typical workplaces and 
homeworking; 21% prefer to work exclusively in a typical workplace; 20% exclusively at home, 
while 14% prefer so-called third places (startup incubators, co-working spaces, work 
collectives), along with some part-time homeworking.

5. 38% of Greek designers are self-employed/freelancers; 38.7% are full-time or part-time 
employees; 12.1% are employers, while 4.7% of the sample are students. A further 6.6% are 
currently out of work, of which 2/3 are long-term (over a year) unemployed.

6. The majority of the Greek designers work in the graphic (61.5%) and digital design (21.2%) 
subsectors, while interior decoration design and industrial design are the other two large 
subgroups, accounting for 10.8% and 6.5% of the sample respectively.

7. The average annual personal income of Greek designers is €12,270. However, inequalities
are prevalent. Thus, the respective figure for designers working in web/digital design is 
€17,465, a figure that is considerably higher than all other segments of the sector
(graphic designers: €10,985, industrial designers: €10,980, interior decoration
designers €10,174).

8. Holders of postgraduate degrees related to design earn €13,881, while holders of foreign
bachelor degrees and holders of qualifications from private schools and colleges in Greece 
earn €12,276 and €12,161 respectively.

9. The gender gap is one of the most pronounced, with men earning on average €14,860
 -considerably more than women (€9,149).
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11. Working exclusively from home is usually a matter of necessity imposed on designers 
either by recent unemployment, or the absence of a steady stream of projects.

12. 2/3 of Greek designers work more than 40 hours per week.

13. 13.7% of full-time or part-time employees are actually employed as external contractors, 
while 15% of Greek designers are uninsured.

14. Only 16% of employees get paid for overtime work.

15.  60.5% of employees have a side job, usually as freelancers in the shadow economy.

16. Networking is the main instrument used by Greek designers in new jobs and new 
project searches.

17. The 'climate' prevailing within the industry, despite the adverse external conditions, is very
 good, and the industry seems to utilize significant external networking economies, with the
majority of firms collaborating occasionally or permanently with other firms.

18. The Greek design industry is strongly export-oriented. Firms and freelancers/self-employed
 workers in the industry display a remarkable willingness to do business abroad, with
approximately ¾ of the companies and ½ of the self-employed workers earning some 
revenue from abroad.

19. 2/3 of Greek designers attend at least one conference related to design every three years.

20. The main problems faced by Greek designers are limited revenue, long working hours and
job insecurity.

executive summary

10. Finally, the geographical gap is also significant: designers living and working in Attica 
earn on average €13,330, considerably more than those based in the Region of 
Central Macedonia (€10,820), or the rest of the country (€9,890).
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011 Demographic characteristics

Gender

47%
Female

53%
Male

Age

More than 61 0.6%

1.4%

4.7%

9.2%

21.6%

25.8%

22.9%

12.7%

1.1%

51 - 60

46 - 50

41 - 45

36 - 40

31 - 35

26 - 30

21 - 25

Less than 61
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demographic characteristics

64%
Single

33%
Married

3%
Divorced

Marital Status

Education level

PhD 1%

3%

9%

10%

12%

16%

22%

27%

High School-Technical School

University

BA/BSc (Abroad)

Vocational Training

Technological University

Master Course

College
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demographic characteristics

Are your studies relevant with the design profession?

Knowledge of languages (multiple choice)

85%
Yes

15%
No

English

21.1%

14.1%

12.7%

8.1%

8.1%

French

Italian

German

Spanish

Other

98.7%
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demographic characteristics

Operating system used (Multiple choice)

Comments

61%
Windows

58%
Apple

4%
Linux Based

According to the charts above, Greek designers are mostly under 40 years old and 

the majority (64%) has not started a family. Furthermore, 97% has either a 

post-secondary education, such as private schools and colleges (27.4%), which 

traditionally offer training in the field of specialized design in Greece, or in higher 

education (34.3%), while 22% have attended some postgraduate education. Finally, 

the vast majority speaks English, with French taking second place as the most widely 

spoken second language. The above show that the workforce of the Greek design 

industry is rather young and very well educated

“ “

Tweet this

the workforce of the Greek design 
industry is rather young and very well 
educated
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Region of residence

0.6% Western Macedonia

0.4% Ionian Islands

Central Greece

North Aegean

Eastern Macedonia-Thrace

Epirus

Western Greece

South Aegean

Crete

Peloponnese

Thessaly

Central Macedonia

Attica

0.6%

0.6%

1.0%

1.1%

1.4%

2.1%

2.8%

 2.8%

4.8%

15.1%

66.5%
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geography

Place of work

45%
Home and 
typical workplace

21%
Exclusively at workplace

20%
Exclusively at home

14%
Third places 
(coworking spaces etc)
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geography

Comments

As expected, the majority (66.6%) of Greek designers reside and work in Attica, 
while the region of Central Macedonia in Thessaloniki is base to 15.7% of Greek 
designers. Moreover, the majority (45%) of Greek designers divide their working 
time between a typical workplace (own company / working as an employee) and 
homeworking, while 14% prefer the so-called third spaces (startup incubators, 
co-working spaces, working collectives), along with some part-time homeworking.

“ “

Tweet this

14% prefer the so-called third spaces 
(startup incubators, co-working 
spaces, working collectives), along 
with some part-time homeworking.
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020 Professional status
and sector of employment 

Professional status

Freelancer

Full-time employee

Company (co-)owner

Unemployed

Student

Part-time employee

34,6%

12,1%

6,6%

4,7%

4,0%

38,0%
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61,5%

21,2%

Graphic 

Web-digital

10,9%
Interior design

6,4%
Industrial design

professional status and sector of employment 
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professional status and sector of employment 

Comments

Unsurprisingly, the majority of Greek designers are either self-employed/
freelancers (38%) or employees (38.7%, full- or part-time), while 4.7% of the 
sample are students. The latter mainly refers to students primarily studying graphic 
design, who in parallel with their studies take small design gigs. Thus, the 
boundary between normal working life and student life blurs, while the projects
undertaken by students can be included in the shadow economy, since the 
majority of students are not able to issue invoices or to have private insurance.
Furthermore, 6.6% were unemployed, of which 2/3 are long-term (over a year) 
unemployed. 

According to the analysis, the demographic and social characteristics (age, 
education etc.) of unemployed designers do not significantly deviate from those of 
other employees or self-employed designers. Finally, business owners accounted 
for 12.1% of the sample.

Regarding sectoral specializations, the majority of Greek designers work in the 
graphic (61.5%) and digital design (21.2%) subsectors, while interior design 
accounts for 10.8% and industrial design a further 6.5%. It is noteworthy that 20% 
of interior  designers were previously, or are currently, working as architects.

“ “

Tweet this

The projects undertaken by students 
can be included in the shadow econo-
my
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Annual personal income and sector of employment

Below 
5000€

Income (All)

5000€ - 
10000€

10000€ - 
15000€

15000€ - 
20000€

20000€ - 
25000€

25000€ - 
30000€

30000€ - 
50000€

Above
50000€

Graphic
Design

Web - Digital
Design

Interior design Industrial design

28.5%
28.7%

16.7%
31.4%

47.7%

25.5%
30.4%

13.7%
16.3%

27.5%

20.4%
20.5%

25.6%
14.0%

17.6%

9.0%
6.8%

14.3%
9.3%

11.8%

5.3%
4.5%

7.1%
4.7%

5.9%

4.1%
4.3%

6.5%
1.2%

5.0%
3.3%

11.3%
4.7%

3.9%

2.2%
1.4%

4.8%
2.3%
2.0%
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income analysis

Comments

The average annual personal income of Greek designers is €12,270 (total sample). 
However, there are several unequal distributions regarding average annual income. 
In terms of sector, designers working in web-digital design reported an average 
annual personal income of €17,465, a figure that is considerably higher than all 
other segments of the sector (graphic designers: €10,985, industrial designers: 
€10,980, interior decoration designers €10,174). Interestingly, 48% of interior 
designers earned less than €5,000, while about 2/3 of graphic designers and 
industrial designers have an average annual personal income below €10,000.
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income analysis

Annual personal income and education level

Annual personal income and age structure

High School-Technical School

University

BA/BSc (Abroad)

Vocational Training

Technological University

Master Course- PhD

College

13881€

12276€

12161€

11875€

11049€

10058€

8125€

More than 61 14500 €

13863 €

19342 €

16800 €

15539 €

13142 €

9059 €

4587 €

3055 €

51 - 60

46 - 50

41 - 45

36 - 40

31 - 35

26 - 30

21 - 25

Less than 61
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income analysis

Annual personal income and gender

Male Femaie

Less than

  5000€
10000€

10000€ 
15000€

  15000€
  20000€

20000€ 
25000€

25000€ 
30000€

30000€
50000€

More than 
   50000€

22.0%

23.2%

19.5%

10.4%

7.4%

5.4%

8.1%

3.7%

35.9%

28.0%

21.5%

7.3%

2.9%

1.6%

2.4%

5000€
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income analysis

Comments

The levels of education, gender and age are also correlated with the average 
income of the designers. Thus, postgraduate degree holders, with some 
specialization in design (mainly from foreign universities, since there are very few 
relevant postgraduate courses in Greece), are the best payed subgroup (€13,881), 
while holders of foreign bachelor degrees and holders of qualifications from private 
schools and colleges in Greece earn €12,276 and €12,161 respectively. Hence, 
higher education in design and some experience of living abroad positively 
contribute to increasing the income of Greek designers.

Gender appears to be the variable where we find the greatest income inequality, 
since men have an annual personal income of €14,860, while the respective figure 
for women is €9,149. In  addition, 64% of female designers have an average 
annual individual income below €10,000, while men are significantly overrepre-
sented in the above €15,000 income groups.

Age is also positively correlated with average annual personal income, up to the 
age of 50 years. In particular, the 46-50 age group has the highest average income 
(€19,342), while designers under 25 years (consisting mainly of students and 
newcomers to the labour market), have an annual personal income of less than 
€5,000.
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income analysis

Annual personal income and region of residence

  5000€
10000€

10000€ 
15000€

  15000€
  20000€

20000€ 
25000€

25000€ 
30000€

30000€
50000€

More than
   50000€

Less than
5000€

Attica Macedonia Other Regions

25.8%

22.0%

34.4%

30.8%

21.0%

21.1%

17.5%

11.4%
4.7%

3.5%

5.9%

3.5%

5.7%
0.8%

0.7%

8.5%
3.1%

4.1%

2.6%

3.1%

4.7%

28.1%
39.2%
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income analysis

Comments

Income inequalities are observed according to the geography of the sample. Thus, 
designers living and working in Attica earn €13,330 on average p.a., while those 
based in the Region of Central Macedonia (the vast majority of respondents came 
from Thessaloniki) have an average income of €10,820. Finally, those living and 
working in other Greek regions reported an annual personal income of €9,890. 
These discrepancies highlight the central role of Attica in the design industry, since 
larger design companies are located in Attica and produce products and services 
supplied to other companies in various sectors (advertising, wholesale-retail, 
technology, etc.), as intermediate goods or final products throughout the country, 
while designers based in other regions mainly cover local needs of smaller compa-
nies with smaller geographic ranges.
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income analysis

Annual personal income and professional status

  5000€
10000€

10000€ 
15000€

  15000€
  20000€

20000€ 
25000€

25000€ 
30000€

30000€
50000€

More than
   50000€

Less than
5000€

Full-time
employee

Freelancer Part-time
employee

(Co-) owner
of company

Student

34.5%
12.6%

95.1%

28.8%
29.2%

14.3%
16.2%

2.4%

15.8%
29.2%

5.7%
22.9%

7.6%
11.6%

2.9%
11.4%

3.3%
7.6%

8.6%

4.8%
3.7%

5.7%

3.9%
4.7%

13.3%

1.2%
1.3%

8.6%
2.4%

77.1%
13.3%
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income analysis

Annual personal income and hours worked (per week)

More than
     60 h/w

Less than
     20 h/w

51 - 60

41 - 50

31 - 40

21 - 30

16950€

15849€

12977€

9562€

6250€

5077€
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income analysis

Annual personal income and place of work

Exclusively
at home

Exclusively
at workplace

Workplace
and home

Third places

  5000€
10000€

10000€ 
15000€

  15000€
  20000€

20000€ 
25000€

25000€ 
30000€

30000€
50000€

More than
   50000€

Less than
5000€

46.6%
16.6%

22.3%
42.1%

23.6%
20.1%

29.0%
24.3%

11.8%

30.2%
20.2%

18.7%

7.5%
11.2%

10.4%
2.8%

3.1%
8.2%

4.5%
5.6%

4.3%
5.9%

3.7%
1.9%

2.5%
2.4%

7.7%
3.7%

0.6%
4.7%

2.1%
0.9%



Finally, income inequalities are observed according to the professional status, the 
working hours and the workplace of choice of designers. 95% of students that 
undertake design projects are paid under €5,000 annually, as are the 77% of 
part-time employees. The average annual personal income of freelancers is 
€10,704, while the full-time employees are paid approximately €13,580 and 
owners of companies with staff, about €20,381.

Positive correlation occurs between the hours of work per week and income 
levels. Moreover, in the whole sample, the designers who choose to work 
exclusively from home (mainly freelancers) have an average annual personal 
income of €8,913, designers that choose to work exclusively in an individual or  
typical corporate workplace (without any work from home) have an average 
income of €14,449, designers who divide their working time between home and a 
typical workplace (own company / waged employment) have an average annual 
income of €13,299, while those who choose the so-called "third places" (business
incubators, startups, co-working spaces, work collectives, etc.) have an average 
annual personal income of €9,722.

Moreover, 47% of the designers who work exclusively from home have an annual 
personal income of less than €5,000. This means that the choice to work 
exclusively from home is usually a survival option for many designers, who have 
either been dismissed from their previous work, or who do not have a stable flow 
of projects.

CREATIVE SURVEY 2015
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income analysis

Comments

“ “

Tweet this

Positive correlation occurs between 
the hours of work per week and 
income levels.
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Who is your insurer?

Social Insurance Institute (SII)

Social Insurance Organisation of 
Freelance Professionals (SIOFP)

Uninsured

Other Insurance Institution

Both (SII and SIOFP)

45.3%

23.9%

15.2%

10.2%

5.4%
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working conditions

How many hours do you  usually work per week?

Do you get paid for overtime work?

More than
  60 hours 

Less than
 20 hours

51 - 60

41 - 50

31 - 40

21 - 30

8.0%

8.4%

17.0%

36.3%

19.3%

11.0%

84%
No

16%
Yes
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working conditions

Besides your work in a company, do you also work
as freelancer; (For full-time employees only)

Besides your work in the design industry, do you also
work in arts and/or cultural and creative industries?

80%
Yes

20%
No

No

Yes, paid

Yes, unpaid

70%

18%

12%
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working conditions

How do you find new jobs/projects;
(Multiple choice)

Has your creative work caused you any health
problems in the past?

Other

Via crowdsourcing

Via competitions

Via promotional actions

Via my reputation
 at the market

Via my social
 and professional networks

Via suggestion
 from previous customers

77.2%

67.8%

44.6%

12.1%

11.5%

3.1%

3.1%

57%
Yes

43%
No



13.7% of full-time or part-time employees are forced to pay personal insurance 
and 15% of Greek designers are uninsured. The demographic and occupational 
profile of the uninsured, according to the sample, is as follows: 54% are women, 
67% are under 30 years old, 56% are self-employed, while 49% of students who 
undertake design projects are uninsured. 

Moreover, the average annual personal income of the uninsured is only €4,259. 
Two thirds of Greek designers work more than 40 hours per week (typically 8 hours 
per day). It is striking that 24% of those working more than 40 hours per week, 
work only from a typical workplace (company owned workpalce) and not from 
home. Regarding pay from overtime work, only 16% of employees (full-time or 
part-time) are paid for overtime work, while more than half of the Greek designers 
(56.8%) have health problems (vision problems, tendonitis, etc.). 80% of 
employees also get "second jobs" in the design industry as freelancers (the 
moonlighting phenomenon). 

Of these, only 24.2% are able to "issue receipts", so the remaining 75.8% are 
usually employed in the shadow economy. Furthermore, 29.7% of Greek 
designers get non design projects on the side from other domains of   the creative 
and cultural economy, for which 60% are paid, completing their basic income, 
while the remaining 40% are not paid. This shows the close connection that exists 
between the cultural and creative sectors in Greece. Networking is the main tool in 
the search for new jobs (or new projects), as 77% and 67.8% of respondents find 
new projects via customer recommendations and through their professional and 
social networks, respectively. Furthermore, 45% of the sample believes that the 
reputation they have developed throughout their career helps them to undertake 
new projects.

CREATIVE SURVEY 2015

040

working conditions

Comments

“ “

Tweet this

Networking is the main tool in the 
search for new jobs (or new projects)
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What is the company's main activity in which
 ou work / own?

Cartoon

Photography

Jewellery

Fine arts

Game Design

Video-Film-Post 
Production-Motion 
Graphics-Animation

Pre Press-packaging

Architecture

Interior Design

Industrial,Product Design

Printing and Publishing

In-house section in
 a company

Advertising

Graphic design

Web/Digital Design&
Development

Fashion, textile design,
 footwear design etc

0.2%

0.4%

0.4%

0.8%

1.0%

2.1%

2.3%

2.9%

3.8%

4.2%

5.8%

6.5%

10.2%

17.7%

19.0%

22.5%
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company profile

What is the annual turnover of the company
you work/ own?

The company that you work/ own is:

D/K N/a

More than 500.000

300.001-500.000

100.001-300.000

50.001-100.000

30.001-50.000

10.001-30.000

Less than 10.000

42.8%

19.4%

4.0%

8.6%

5.6%

6.3%

7.5%

5.8%

80%
15%
5%

Independent

Subsidiary of corporation abroad

Subsidiary of corporation in Greece
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company profile

What share of your (company's)turnover usually
comes from abroad?

How many permanent/ temporary staff does the
company that you work/ own employ?

Companies Freelancers

D/k N/a

More than  40%

 31% - 40%

 21% - 30%

 11% - 20%

Μέχρι 10%

I do not have
 customers abroad

3.4%
2.6%

6.0%
2.6%

13.7%
7.6%

40.2%
25.9%

25.6%
49.1%

6.8%
7.6%

4.3%
4.4%

Temporary Permanent

More than 50

21 - 50

11 - 20

6 - 10

1 - 5

No temporary or
permanent staff 33.71%

12.53%

4.49%
21.5%

4.27%
11.9%

4.04%
12.53%

11.01%
11.48%

50.11%
30.06%
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company profile

What are the branches that your (company's) main 
customers come from over the past three years?
(Multiple answers)

Other industrial sectors

Telecommunications

Tech start-ups

Research and technology

Construction, Transport

Footwear, apparel,
 accessories 

Public services

Cultural and sports
 activities

Private households

Hotels and tourist operators

Business-Finance

Advertising

Entertainment

Wholesale and retail

FMCG

Other design companies

9.6%

13.6%

15.0%

15.3%

15.9%

20.5%

21.6%

23.7%

23.9%

26.5%

26.8%

32.8%

33.3%

35.9%

39.3%

48.3%
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Σχόλια

Among the workers who are either employed or business owners (51.8% of the 
sample), the vast majority of Greek designers are employed in three sectors 
(graphic design 22.5%, web / digital design 19% and advertising 17.7%). 

Finally, a remarkable percentage amounting to 10.2% are employed in-house. 
Design companies and freelancers in the industry show a remarkable willingness 
to do business abroad, as about three fourths of the companies and about half of 
freelancers derive a part of their turnover from abroad.

 The above point is not only important for the dynamism of the design industry, but 
also a very interesting prospect for the entire Greek economy which is looking for 
new development directions; Greek design shows more clearly the possibility of 
market service sectors to help increase extroversion of the Greek economy under 
international value chains.

Furthermore, 54% of workers are employed in micro-enterprises. Compared with 
the overall Greek economy, the image of this sector does not differ significantly 
from others, although as a service industry,  design would be expected to include 
companies smaller than the national average. In fact, adding permanent and 
temporary staff, the industry presents average sizes slightly larger than all the 
other sectors of the Greek economy.

“ “ Tweet this

Greek design shows more clearly the 
possibility of market service sectors to 
help increase extroversion of the Greek 
economy under international value 
chains
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Do you cooperate with other design
companies/freelancers?

Do you mainly outsource or subcontract activities with
other companies/ freelancers?

No

Yes, in specific projects

Yes, in long time cooperations
45%

7%

48%

Outsource and subcontract

Mainly outsource

Mainly subcontract

45%

32%

23%
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networks and cooperation

In the context of collaborations with other companies
 / freelancers, how do you assess your (your company's)
position in the decision-making process; 

How do you characterize your relationship with other creative
companies/ freelancers?

Insignificant

Less insignificant

Neutral

Important

Very important

3.5%

6.4%

19.0%

34.5%

36.5%

Very bad

Bad

Neutral

Good

Very good

2.8%

5.2%

29.3%

36.3%

26.4%
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networks and cooperation

How do you decide with which companies / freelancers
you collaborate on a project;

Not important

Fame of freelancer

Experiences of 
past cooperations

High fees of 
company/ freelancer

Difficulty to find 
other partners

Important Very important

30.6%

76.8%

36.7%

48.1%

30.6%
5.5%

63.9%

15.1%

14.5%

54%

21.4%

1.8%
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Comments

The majority of Greek designers (55%) collaborate with other companies / 
freelancers in the industry. A fairly substantial minority (7%) have entered into 
long-term partnerships, while businesses that outsource work within these 
partnerships are less than those that subcontract, but not so little as to produce a 
clear picture of specialization. 

The most important factor in the choice of partners is the experience of past 
cooperation and reputation, but also the costs of such cooperation. Finally, the 
'climate' of the relations developed between creative professionals looks very 
good, as the majority of the respondents characterize their relation with other 
companies/professionals as good or very good.

“ “

Tweet this

The 'climate' of the relations developed 
between creative professionals looks 
very good
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How satisfied are you with the economic status of
the design industry in Greece?

How satisfied are you with the time engaged in your
creative work?

Not at all satisfied

Slightly satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Very satisfied 

Extremely satisfied

35.5%

38.3%

22.3%

3.4%

0.5%

Not at all satisfied

Slightly satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Very satisfied 

Extremely satisfied

11.4%

25.3%

34.0%

19.8%

9.5%
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How satisfied are you with the working conditions
in your creative work?

How satisfied are you with the financial returns
on your creative work?

Not at all satisfied

Slightly satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Very satisfied 

Extremely satisfied

9.7%

18.3%

26.8%

26.6%

18.5%

Not at all satisfied

Slightly satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Very satisfied 

Extremely satisfied

26.0%

33.2%

26.2%

11.1%

3.5%
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Are you optimistic about the competitiveness
of the Greek design industry?

Are you optimistic about the cultural development
of Greek society regarding design?

Not at all

Slightly

Somewhat

Very

Extremely

5.4%

12.2%

25.8%

36.9%

19.7%

Not at all

Slightly

Somewhat

Very

Extremely

12.9%

22.0%

31.4%

24.9%

8.9%
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In which one of the following would assistance
be needed (multiple choice)?

Access to markets overseas

Marketing issues

Economic, management and
 accounting advice

Training in new skills

Access in funding opportunities

Copyright protection

Networking and information

55.1%

50.8%

48.0%

47.0%

39.0%

38.1%

34.0%
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Which of the following do you feel pressurize
you (multiple choice)?

How satisfied  are you with your life?

Money

Time

Precariousness

Cooperation conditions
 with customers

Customers' claims

Nothing of the above

That I have to work in more
 than one projects/ jobs

68.3%

61.2%

48.1%

32.0%

24.7%

20.5%

3.5%

Not at all 

Slightly 

Somewhat 

Very 

Extremely 

3.5%

9.5%

29.5%

42.4%

15.4%
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Comments

Generally Greek designers seem to be satisfied with their work in the design 
industry. They are less satisfied with the economic situation of the Greek design 
industry and with their personal financial gains, since they work long hours, as 
seen before. These two factors (financial gains and time) along with job insecurity - 
created by the nature of project-based work - are the main problems faced by 
Greek designers. Finally, the need strong is for assistance in export issues, 
marketing and business advice.

“ “

Tweet this

Financial gains, time adn job insecurity 
are the main problems faced by Greek 
designers.
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061 Methodology 

Creative Survey 2015 was based on a questionnaire with 64 open and closed 
questions, which was created in iprobe.gr and posted to creativesurvey.gr from 6 
December 2014 to 6 February 2015. In total, 925 designers answered the ques-
tionnaire anonymously, with an average response time of 12.9 minutes. The final 
sample was based on 879 questionnaires. The sample of 879 designers is consid-
ered reliable and representative of the designer population in Greece, as for the 
areas of graphic design, web-digital design, interior design and industrial design, 
while for the field of fashion design the respective sample was not considered 
sufficient and representative. The analysis was performed with the help of the 
SPSS statistical package.
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